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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

PARAMETERIZED JURISDICTION MODULE ANNOUNCED
Solutions Atlantic Expands Product Line to Include Powerful New Tool for
Position Limit Monitoring and Ad Hoc Position Disclosure
Boston, MA, September 15, 2008 - Solutions Atlantic announces the release of a powerful new regulatory
reporting tool as part of its Regulatory Reporting System (RRS) software product. The Parameterized
Jurisdiction Module (PJM) supports the ad hoc assembly of reporting modules critical to the everchanging position monitoring needs of institutional investors. Specifically, the PJM enables the user
selection of aggregation methods and testing criteria - including disclosure thresholds, relevant security
types, industry type – against user holdings data. Accompanying disclosure templates support the
generation of standardized reporting for PJM rules. The resulting PJM rule can be saved for ongoing use
and enhancement. PJM-generated rules are a natural complement to RRS’ existing Tier 1 reporting
modules which address the demanding aggregation and testing precision of major markets such as the
U.S., Japan, Korea and the UK. The PJM allows global investors to readily address disclosure and position
monitoring needs in emerging markets as well as major markets where disclosure is uncommon.
Solutions Atlantic, Inc. is the premier provider of regulatory reporting software solutions to the financial
industry. Solutions Atlanticʹs flagship product, the Regulatory Reporting System (RRS), is a complete
system addressing the large position regulatory disclosure needs of global institutional investors. Many
institutional investors still rely on largely manual methods of compiling, reviewing and filing position
disclosure reports. For many firms, frequent organizational re-alignments and the increasing
globalization of investment strategies has made traditional reporting operations unwieldy and error
prone. In addition, global marketplaces are frequently redefining position disclosure requirements using
country specific holdings thresholds and varying reporting frequencies thus increasing the burdens on
compliance departments. RRS streamlines the regulatory position disclosure process while vastly
improving the accuracy and timeliness of such reporting.
RRS delivers an integrated facility that manages the compliance process surrounding the capture,
aggregation, testing and review of position information and generates complete regulatory
documents ready for submission. RRS is a highly extensible product engineered to address new
jurisdictions, solve evolving reporting requirements and support ad hoc data mining. Today, in
addition to the United States, RRS supports disclosure reporting requirements in Canada, UK,
Australia, Korea, Singapore, Hong Kong and Japan. Support for France, Italy and Germany is in
development. Solutions Atlantic plans to aggressively incorporate additional jurisdictions into
RRS to maintain its posture as the pre-eminent producer of global regulatory reporting solutions.
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